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In this study, we report a novel synthetic strategy to prepare a
highly (110)-oriented ZIF-7 film possessing superior anti-corrosion
properties via oriented epitaxial growth. Our work provides insights
into facile preparation of oriented uniform MOF single seed layers
and films with rod-shaped MOF seeds as building blocks.

Preferred orientation control represents an eﬀective approach
for performance improvement of metal–organic framework
(MOF) films due to its competency in uniform alignment of
pore channels, reduction in diffusion path length, and elimination of intercrystalline defects.1 Conventionally, oriented MOF
films can be prepared via in situ growth or secondary growth
starting from a randomly oriented seed layer.2 In both cases,
preferred orientation of the MOF film was determined by Van
Der Drift evolutionary selection, a principle governing growth
orientation of most polycrystalline layers.3 Nevertheless, this
principle is still plagued by several drawbacks such as low degree
of preferred orientation and restriction of free orientation
manipulation. In contrast, combining oriented seeding with
controlled in-plane epitaxial growth holds great promise for
overcoming the above limitations.4
Taking ZIF-7,5 an extensively studied SOD-type MOF material
formed by bridging benzimidazole (b-Im) anions and Zn2+ ions,
as an example, Fischer et al. prepared ZIF-7 films with controllable thickness with an automatic program controlled repeated
direct growth method.5h Li and Caro et al. poineered the
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fabrication of both randomly oriented and preferentially c-oriented
ZIF-7 membranes through epitaxial growth of randomly oriented
ZIF-7 seed layers.2b,5i Prepared c-oriented ZIF-7 membranes
exhibited superior H2/N2 selectivity compared with randomly
oriented counterparts. In a recent study, Huang et al. prepared
ZIF-7-based mixed matrix membranes displaying enhanced selectivity towards H2/CO2 and H2/CH4 pairs via first deposition of
c-oriented ZIF-7 seed layers followed by manual scraping of highaspect-ratio ZIF-7 sheets.6 Nevertheless, this was not always the case
in other application occasions. For instance, upon applying ZIF-7 as
an anti-corrosion coating, it was expected that the pore channels
had better run parallel to the surface of the metals or alloys so that
direct contact between corrosive ions and the underlying metals
could be completely ruled out. In this regard, fabrication of a highly
(110)-oriented ZIF-7 film was highly desired since along the (110)
direction, straight pore channels in the ZIF-7 film run parallel to
the substrate surface so that the diﬀusion path length can be
maximized. Nevertheless, to date there has been no report on the
preparation of highly (110)-oriented ZIF-7 films, although recently a
Cu2(linker)2DABCO film (linker: BDC, 2,6-NDC or BPDC) with 1D
nanochannel arrays running parallel to the substrate surface was
prepared by optimizing the crystal growth process.4c In this work, we
proposed to address this issue by the following procedure as
depicted in Fig. 1: first, rod-shaped ZIF-7 seeds were synthesized
under controlled solvothermal conditions (reagent: ZnCl2 and b-Im;
solvent: DMF; reaction conditions: 90 1C for 24 h). Second, the
dynamic air–liquid interface-assisted self-assembly (ALIAS) method
was employed for facile self-assembly of the rod-shaped ZIF-7
crystals into a uniformly distributed, closely packed (110)-oriented
single seed layer (dispersant: iso-propanol; additives: linoleic acid
(LA) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP); injection rate: 2 mL min 1).
Third, in-plane epitaxial growth was conducted to prepare a highly
(110)-oriented uniform ZIF-7 film (reagent: ZnBr2 and b-Im; solvent:
DMF and N-methylformamide (NMF); heating mode: single-mode
microwave heating; reaction conditions: 90 1C for 15 min). Our study
indicated that (1) the preparation of uniform and monodispersed
rod-shaped ZIF-7 seeds with little twinning, (2) the maintenance of
the vortexial turbulence in the steady state at the air–liquid interface,
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the procedure for the preparation of a highly (110)-oriented uniform ZIF-7 film. Step (1): rod-shaped ZIF-7 seeds were
solvothermally synthesized and dispersed in iso-propanol dispersant containing a trace amount of LA and PVP; step (2): a single ZIF-7 seed layer was
assembled at the air–liquid interface driven by vortex motion; step (3): in-plane epitaxial growth was conducted to prepare (110)-oriented ZIF-7 film with
ZnBr2 as a zinc source and DMF-NMF binary solvent under single-mode microwave heating.

and the addition of PVP-LA bi-functional additives in ZIF-7containing suspension during seed deposition, and (3) the use of
ZnBr2 as a zinc source, the addition of NMF as co-solvent, and the
employment of single-mode microwave heating during epitaxial
growth concurrently played vital roles in forming a ZIF-7 film with
desired microstructure.
The first step involved solvothermal synthesis of rod-shaped
ZIF-7 seeds following the procedure described by Li and Caro
et al with slight modification.2b To alleviate excessive twinning
of the rod-shaped ZIF-7 seeds, the reaction temperature was
reduced, resulting in eﬀective suppression of twinning
as evidenced by the SEM image (Fig. 2a). In addition, the
rod-shaped ZIF-7 seeds exhibited larger grain size and higher
aspect ratio (ca. 7.66) with the increase of DEA concentration.
Subsequently, the rod-shaped ZIF-7 seeds were self-assembled
into a uniformly distributed and closely packed single seed layer.
In previous studies, we successfully applied an ALIAS method for
facile deposition of a highly b-oriented MFI single seed layer7 and
highly c-oriented NH2-MIL-125 single seed layer,4d respectively.
Initially, rod-shaped ZIF-7 seeds were organized in the same
manner (shown in Fig. S1a, ESI†). In a previous study, addition
of a trace amount of LA into MFI-containing sec-butanol suspension was necessary to warrant close contact between adjacent
seeds. But in this study, the addition of LA additives led to the
formation of a heterogeneously distributed and severely aggregated ZIF-7 seed layer due to the high hydrophobicity and high
intrinsic viscosity of LA (shown in Fig. S1b, c and S2, ESI†). To
prevent excessive aggregation, the second hydrophilic additives
should be added to the ZIF-7 seed-containing suspension simultaneously. Our results indicated that PVP, a kind of hydrophilic
polymer commonly used for modulating crystal morphology, was
very eﬀective in alleviating the seed aggregation (shown in
Fig. S1d, ESI†).4e The SEM results (Fig. 2b–d) indicated that the
addition of PVP-LA bi-functional additives led to the formation of
a uniformly distributed, closely packed ZIF-7 single seed layer.
Moreover, the results of FT-IR spectra proved that PVP and
LA were weakly adsorbed on the ZIF-7 seed surface (shown in
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Fig. 2 SEM images of (a) rod-shaped ZIF-7 seeds, (b–d) the ZIF-7 single
seed layer prepared by the dynamic ALIAS method, and (e and f) the ZIF-7
film prepared by single-mode microwave heating at 90 1C for 15 min.
Scale bar: 2 mm.

Fig. S3, ESI†). The corresponding XRD pattern (Fig. 3a and b)
confirmed that the prepared ZIF-7 single seed layer was indeed
highly (110)-oriented.
To examine the generality of this approach for the self-assembly
of rod-shaped MOF seeds, various uniform rod-shaped MOF
crystals with diﬀerent aspect ratios, i.e., ZIF-7 (ca. 5.22) and
MIL-88B (ca. 1.70),8 were prepared (shown in Fig. S4a and b, ESI†)
and used for the deposition of ZIF-7 and MIL-88B single seed
layers, respectively. Indeed, the addition of PVP-LA bi-functional
additives easily led to the formation of uniformly distributed,
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Fig. 3 XRD patterns of (a) rod-shaped ZIF-7 seeds, (b) the ZIF-7 single
seed layer prepared by dynamic ALIAS method, and (c) the ZIF-7 film
prepared by single-mode microwave heating at 90 1C for 15 min.

closely packed (110)-oriented ZIF-7 (shown in Fig. 4a, b and
Fig. S5a, b, ESI†) and a-&b-oriented MIL-88B single seed layers
(shown in Fig. 4c, d and Fig. S6, S7, ESI†), thereby demonstrating
the generality of this approach in facile deposition of high-quality
rod-shaped MOF single seed layers.
It should be addressed that maintaining the vortex
turbulence9 in a steady state at the air–liquid interface was
indispensable for the formation of a closely packed uniform
MOF single seed layer; or else, rod-shaped MOF seeds would be
loosely and unevenly distributed on the substrate, which could
be attributed to insufficient driving force for inducing a
preferential self-assembly in a lateral direction.
In the next step, epitaxial growth was conducted to eliminate
the intercrystalline gaps in the ZIF-7 seed layer. ZnCl2 and
Zn(NO3)26H2O as common zinc sources have been widely used
in ZIF-7 synthesis.10 Nevertheless, using the above zinc sources

Fig. 4 SEM images of (a and b) the ZIF-7 single seed layer obtained with
rod-shaped seeds (aspect ratio: 5.22), and (c and d) the MIL-88B (Fe) single
seed layer obtained with rod-shaped seeds (aspect ratio: 1.70). Scale bar:
5 mm.
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during epitaxial growth inevitably led to poor intergrowth
between neighboring ZIF-7 seeds (shown in Fig. S8a, b and
S9a, b, ESI†). Therefore, enhancing the lateral growth rate in
the in-plane direction became indispensable. We previously
reported that the use of ZnBr2 as zinc source significantly
promoted the growth rate of ZIF-7 crystals along all crystallographic directions.11 SEM images (Fig. S8c, ESI†) and XRD
patterns (Fig. S9c, ESI†) indicated that using ZnBr2 indeed led
to the formation of a continuous ZIF-7 film via solvothermal
epitaxial growth. Nevertheless, substantial undesirable twins
were generated.
Our recent study indicated that single-mode microwave heating
possessed obvious superiority over conventional convective heating
in terms of higher growth rate and better suppression of twinning
during epitaxial growth of zeolite and MOF films.12 After epitaxial
growth with ZnBr2 as zinc source under single-mode microwave
heating, a uniform and well-intergrown ZIF-7 film with the thickness of 1.5 mm was formed (shown in Fig. 2e, f and Fig. S10a, ESI†).
The corresponding XRD pattern demonstrated that the prepared
ZIF-7 film remained highly (110)-oriented (shown in Fig. 3c). The
reason that the use of ZnBr2 as a zinc source led to better
intergrowth could be explained by the hard and soft acid–base
theory as mentioned in our previous study:11 since ZnBr2, which
comprises Zn2+ (neutral acid) and Br (neutral base), is more stable
in solution, Zn2+ is slowly released to the bulk solution under
solvothermal conditions, resulting in effective suppression of ZIF-7
nucleation in the bulk solution and therefore, higher epitaxial
growth rate of ZIF-7 films. While the necessity of the use of
single-mode microwave heating in suppressing twin generation
could be attributed to the unique ‘‘thermal’’ and ‘‘non-thermal’’
effects of microwave irradiation. It should be noted that using pure
DMF solvent was incapable of preparing well-intergrown ZIF-7 film
(Fig. S8d, ESI†) since the dielectric loss coefficient (tan d), which
was used to evaluate the ability of the solvent to convert microwave electromagnetic energy into heat energy, was too low
(tan dDMF = 0.161), thereby causing weak microwave absorption
capability.13 In response to this issue, a certain amount of NMF
serving as co-solvent with higher dielectric loss coefficient
(tan dNMF = 0.301),14 was added in the DMF solvent, resulting in
remarkably enhanced microwave absorption capability.
DC polarization has been demonstrated to be an eﬀective
technique for evaluating the performance of anti-corrosive
films.15 Besides the above (110)-oriented ZIF-7 film, highly
c-oriented ZIF-7 films (shown in Fig. S11, ESI†) derived from
either a ZnCl2 (shown in Fig. S10b and S12a, b, ESI†) or ZnBr2
(shown in Fig. S10c and S12c, d, ESI†) source were also
prepared2b and used as reference samples. The experimental
results implied that corrosion current (Icorr), determined by the
intersection of tangent lines of the cathode polarization curve
and anode polarization curve, for the bare Al plate reached
B10 4 A cm 2 (Fig. 5a). After surface modification of the Al
plate with highly c-oriented ZIF-7 film derived from either
ZnCl2 or ZnBr2 sources, Icorr was reduced by two orders of
magnitude (Fig. 5b and c). A further decrease in Icorr
was achieved in the case of highly (110)-oriented ZIF-7
film-modified Al plate (Fig. 5d). The superior anti-corrosion
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Notes and references

Fig. 5 DC polarization curves for (a) the bare Al plate, (b and c) the
c-oriented ZIF-7 film-modified Al plate prepared with ZnCl2 as a zinc
source during epitaxial growth, (c) the c-oriented ZIF-7 film-modified Al
plate prepared with ZnBr2 as a zinc source during epitaxial growth, and
(d) the (110)-oriented ZIF-7 film-modified Al plate.

performance of highly (110)-oriented ZIF-7 film could be attributed to parallel alignment of straight pore channels on the Al
plate surface and therefore, eﬀective avoidance of direct contact
between the corrosive solution and Al plate surface.
To summarize, we successfully prepared a highly (110)oriented ZIF-7 film through combining oriented seeding with
in-plane epitaxial growth. Among various influencing factors,
(1) the preparation of uniform and monodispersed rod-shaped
ZIF-7 seeds, (2) the maintenance of the vortexial turbulence in
the steady state at the air–liquid interface, and the addition of
PVP-LA bi-functional additives in the ZIF-7-containing suspension during seed deposition, and (3) the use of ZnBr2 as a zinc
source, the addition of NMF as a co-solvent, and the employment of single-mode microwave heating during epitaxial
growth were found to play dominant roles in forming a ZIF-7
film with desired microstructure. Prepared ZIF-7 film exhibited
excellent anti-corrosion performance due to parallel alignment
of straight pore channels on the Al plate surface. More importantly, our work expanded the experimental toolbox for facile
fabrication of a high-quality MOF single seed layer and film
with high-aspect-ratio rod-shaped seeds.
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